
encouraging visitors to the town as well as an 
essential service for residents, particularly the 
elderly.

Whilst various stories are circulating 
about how and why the decision was made, if 
there were no meaningful discussions with 
Dover Tbwn Council about the problem and 
how the toilets could remain open, it leaves 
much to be desired.

Any possible takeover by Dover Tbwn 
Council would seem to require careful thought 
and possibly a transition period to enable the 
Tbwn Council to produce an acceptable 
strategy, including possibly charging for 
upgraded facilities.

The Society hopes that the District 
Council will have constructive dialogue with 
the Tbwn Council to find a solution that 
preserves and, if possible, improves existing 
toilets. Only by the district, town and parish 
councils working together can we hope to 
regenerate Dover. If the Society can help this 
process in any way, we are more than willing.

Another wait and see - at the time of 
writing the toilets remain closed.

Perhaps Dover will be renamed 
Clochemerle sur Dour.

Clochemerle is a 1934 French satirical 
novel by Gabriel Chevallier. It is set in a 
French village in Beaujolais inspired by 
Vaux-en-Beaujolais a commune in the 
Rhone department in eastern France and 
deals with the ramifications over plans to 
install a new pissoir, a gentleman's urinal, 
in the village square. Ed.

Dover's Hospital Services
Following a total lack of action on new 
hospital/clinic facilities it seems almost 
as if Buckland Hospital is being saved 
from what was apparently to be its fate 
(demolition). There is now more choice 
available for the location of hospital 
appointments. It is well worth asking if 
you can see a consultant or have 
treatment at Buckland Hospital or 
Maison Dieu Clinic rather than at 
Ashford, Canterbury or Thanet.

It is not something that is being 
advertised but worth a try.

-------------River Dour-------------
White Cliffs Countryside Working Parties
— —  Jeremy Cope — — 1— ■— ■-
Our last working party in 2009 took place in October but since then the litter has 
started to accumulate in and around the river. Winter is a no go time in the river 
- we must not disturb the spawning fish. Strange to think such beautiful creatures 
as trout and eels trust the shelter of our dirty rubbish for their breeding.

Working parties start again in April and anyone interested should contact White 
Cliffs Countryside Project on 01304 241806. The work does result in a much 
improved river environment and makes a very positive contribution to the town.


